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destroys all their racing propensities. When the contact is 
broken by the submergence of the screw, the magnet falls 
back, the throttle valve opens, and the engines go on as 
usual. Perhaps the extreme simplicity of this anti-racing 
appliance of Mr. Hill, together with its manifest efficiency 
and non-liability to derangement, constitute its principal ad· 
vantages. The inventor may, therefore, be jllstly congratu
lated on his success, and there is little doubt that his plans 
will find favor at the hands of steamship owners at home 
and abroad-at least they des erve to do sO.-London Echo. 

[JOURNAL OF GAS LIGHTING.] 

now poured in through an opening or lip, formed on the 
upper side of the pipe, where the two ends of the clay meet. 
The socket being entirely filled, the clay is removed, and the 
operation repeated with the other joints. The lead, after 
being allowed to cool, is set up all round by means of a blunt 
caulking tool and hammer, the superfluous lead left in the 
lip of the clay being cut off with a cold chiseI. 

When the pipes that are being laid are of large diameter, a 
fence of iron, which is more convenient, may be substituted 
for the clay roll. This is made of flat iron He inches in width, 
by l�(( inch thick, be nt to fit the outer diameter of the pipe 
in two half circles, like a pair of calipers, and hinged under
neath, the ends meeting at the top being formed into a 

PIPES FOR GAS AND OTHER PURPOSES. pouring gate for the lead. The instrument is clipped round . the pipe against the face of the socket, and a thin luting of (Contmued from SUPPLEMENT, No. 64). clay rubbed on the edges suftices to make it tight. 
WE come now to treat of spigot and socket, or, as some It is of importance, in making lead joints, that the ladle, 

prefer to style them, spigot and faucet joints. This is the: out of wh ich the molten metal is poured, should be of size 
class of joint, in one form or another, most commonly in use sufticient to contain as much as will fill the socket at one 
for gas-mains; and, takinginto account the various advantages continuous pouring. If this is not convenient, owing to the 
it offers over others in point of cheapness, facility in con- large size of the joint, then two men, each having a ladle, 
necting, and permanent durability when well made, it should pour the metal simultaneously, or other means should 
may with confidence be pronounced the most suitable for be employed to insure the same result. It is clear that if 
adoption. the lead, instead of being allowed to flow into the socket in 

There are two distinctive kinds of this description of joint, an unbroken stream, is poured in a fragmentery way, the 
viz. , the open, and the bored and turned. It is of the joint, when completed, will be less homeogenous and perfect. 
former that we shall first speak. Pipes so manufactured 

Table gi ving the Weigh t of Lead in Pounds rfXJuired for Jointing 
Gast-Iron Mains. 

made considerably stronger than under ordinary circum
stances is necessary. 

In a report to the New River Company, by Mr. Thomas 
Spencer, the principal objections to the lead joint when 
used for gas-mains are thus stated: 

"Take the joint of gas-main that has been laid during warm 
weather, when its diameter and lwgth are at their maximum. 
As soon as the coldest weather sets in, the sizc of this main, 
including its joint, will have reached its minimum. But in 
its progress from the one extreme to the other, it is evident 
that the joint must undergo disturbance, even though the 
lead and iron should ex pa nd and contract in an equal ratio. 
Unfortunately, this is far from being so, for the different 
rate of expansion between cast iron and lead is as 9 to 3t. 
In other words, the temperature necessary to increase a 
given length of cast iron 9 inches, will increase a similar 
length of lead only 3t inches. It will now be obvious that a 
chief defect of the lead and iron joint for gas-mains arises 
from the important physical difference in the nature of the 
two metals. N otwithstanding the disturbance to which this 
joint is subjected by changes of temperature, it is clear that, 
if the met als composing it contracted and el'panded in equal 
ratio, less injury would arise in practice. We see, however, 
that the lead and iron are each contracted to a minimum in 
winter; but as the contractile power of the lead is not equal 
to that of iron, it is obvious the latter, in contracting, will 
press the softer metal into a less diameter than it would have 
assumed naturally. On the return of warm weather, when 
the iron portion of the joint becomes expanded to its original 
diameter, th,'!t IYIiginally belon.ging to the lead is never re
covered. Consequently space is left, between the iron and 

have the inner diameter of the socket larger than the outer 
diameter of the spigot; the latter, conseyuently, fits loosely 
into the former. For cast-iron mains of the smallest size up 
to eight inches in diameter, this open jointing space is three 
eighths of an inch, and for larger diameters half an inch 
wide all round. The following are the usual depths of the 
socket, inside measure, for the various sizes of open-jointed 
gas pipes, plugged with yarn and lead: 

Diameter I Weight of 
of Pipe Lead 

the lead, sufticiently large to allow of the constant es cape of 
Di!:,��Of Dia'fle�rof WrI,;:t °f D�t,!'

d
of which we complain. " 

in Inches. in Inches. in Pounds. in Inches. W e entirely concur in these remarks, borne out as they are 

Diameter 

Up to 3 inches ........... . 
4 to 8 "  .... ...... . 
9 to 20 . . . • .  _ .. .. . . 

2 1 t 0 3 0  . . . . . . . . . . .  _ 
32 and upwards 

Depth of Socket 

3 inches. 
4 
4� 
5 
6 

For open-jointed pipes intended to be caulked with lead, the 
throat of the socket is cast with a slightly thicker body of 
metal than the tendency of splitting in the setting up of the 
joint. 

The spigot end of the pipe may be either plain throughout 
its length, as in Fig. 16, or it may have a bead cast on, as 
in Fig. 17. 

FIG. 16. 

Some engineers prefer the former, stating, as t!leir reason 
for the preference, that the end being plain admits of the 
full action of expansion and contraction without risk of 
the "drawing" of the lead, which they assert occurs with 
the beaded spigot. We do not share this view, as our ex
rience justifies the assertion that whatever drawing of the 
lead may occur is due to quite another cause. In making 
this joint, the spigot having been inserted into the socket, a 
double fold of twined gasket is placed round the pipe, and, 
by means of a caulking iron, is driven within the open space; 
this is repeated three or four times, or oftener, according to 
the size of the mains being laid, the packing being well 
caulked all round, until, for a pipe, say of eight inches in 
diameter, the depth of the gasket is about two inches; the 
head on the sJligot prevents the packin� getting beyond 
the pipe end. lnstead of dry hemp, a pack mg of tarred yarn 
is frequently employed. Our preference is for the former. 
The yarn of which it is made is usually of better quality than 
the other, and in absorbing the moisture, which is present in 
the mains, it is swollen to a degree of tightness not attained 
in the other case. The hemp plugging not only prevents 

Fm. 17. 

the molten lead from entering the pipe, but it allows a cer 
ta in degree of play to the joint in the direction of its length, 
in becoming compressed by the contractile action of the 
metal of the pipe when submitted to a low temperature in 
the ground. 

Thc packing of the gasket having been inserted and 
properly caulked, a piece of good tough clay, formed into a 
roll of the required length, is passed round the pipe, and 
presscd close up against the face of the socket, thus forming 
a fence to prevent the es cape of the molten lead, which is 

in Inches. in Pounds. 

___ ;1 ____ - _________ _ _ _ _ 

H 
2 
2} 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

1! 
1t 
2! 
2i 
4 
5t 
7 
8i 

10t 
12� 
14� 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
24 
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21 
23} 
26 
28} 
31 
32t 
34 
35} 
48 
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by everyday experience and observation. 
Instead of lead, iron cement is frequently employed in 

plugging open-jointed mains. This is slightly more ex
tensive than the lead, owing to its occupying more time in 
the manipulation; but in point of permanent efticiency it 
surpasses the other. The cement is prepared as follows: 

98 parts fine cast. iron borings. 
1 part flowers of sulphur. 
1 part sal ammoniac. 

When required for use, mix with boiling water. This cement 
sets quickly. If required to set slowly, wh ich makes the 
better joint, let the ingredients be in the following proportion: 

197 parts fine cast-iron boring 
1 part flowers of sulphur. 
2 parts sal ammoniac. 

For pipes He to 8 mches m diameter the lead IS assumed to I Mix the whole together thoroughly by pounding, and keep 
be about three-eighths of an inch thick; and in pipes 9 inches' dry. Wh9n required for use, add hot water tlll the cement 
in diameter and upwards, half an inch thick. 'I is of the consistency of mortar. The iron borings should be 

The lead employed should be pure, without any admixture perfectly free from oil or grease. 
of tin, antimony, or zinc. We know that managers of gas' Russian tallow and beeswax, melted and poured in be
works, in laying mains, are naturally disposed to utilize the . twaen two gasket coils, have been tried as a substitute for 

'I;crap composition pipes of the store-room, and even old lead, but with no very satisfactory result. 
meter cylinders melted up together, for this purpose, with .-----------

'the laudable object of economizing the expenses. This is a 
mistake, as the more granular and brittle texture of the MACHINE FOR MAKING SOCKETED DRAIN PIPES. 

, metals namcd militates against the soundness of the work. 
: The joint, to be as perfect as possible, should have an 
! eq ual thickness of lead all round, and to ins ure this being 
; so, the spigot showd bc concentric with the rim of the 
i Docket. The bead on the pipe end, if of the proper size, 
I admits of this being accomplished without difticulty, and 
I without the necessity of temporarily wedging the pipe, 
though the same end is attained with plain pipes, by having 

; the throat of the socket cast in the form shown in Fig. 18. 
I In making a lead joint, there is more likely to be oversight 
and neglect than in any other. Careless workmen are apt to 
omit the proper caulking of the lead round the under side of 
the pipe, which is the most difticult of access, and where bad 

workmanship is not so readily observed by the manager or 
inspector; hence the reason of the frequent escapes of gas 
that are found to proceed from that part of the joint. 

The work, also, is in danger of being slighted from other 
causes. In the streets of towns, through which heavy traffic 
has to pass, the opening of a trench is always a source of 
allnoyance ano. obstruction; and, in the anxiety to complete 
the work, this is sometimes hurried to a degree which is in
compatible with the making of good lead joints. In loose 
soils, also, the workmen are under the necessity, if the joint 
is to be weil finished, of having to make a wide cutting in its 
vicinity, unless shoring is resorted to, to prevent the sides of 
the trench from slipping. These various causes operate to 
place the system of the ordinary jointing by means of lead 
at a dis advantage, and tend in the long run to augment the 
leakage ac count. 

The principal advantage claimed by the advocates of the 
lead joint over the turned and bored, is the superior elasticity 
of the former, whereby it is enabled to adapt itself to the 
exigencies of settlement or subsidence in unstable ground, 
with less risk of leakage. Whilst admitting this to some 
small extent, we still believe that the alleged advantage is 
more fanciful than real. Wherever a depression of the 
ground takes place by which the pipes are carried down 
with the movement, a leakage or leakages inevitably occur. 
This is found to be the the case whether lead or turned and 
bored joints are employed; with this difference, however, 
that wIth the lead the gross leakage is distributed over a 
number of joints, and is less readily detected; whereas, with 
the turned and bored, it is generally either confined to one 
or two, or a fracture occurs at the weakest part in the line of 
mains, the concentrated nature of the escape (so to speak) 
insuring its speedy discovery and remedy. 

For our own part, then, supposing there to be no alterna
tive, we prefer the more rigid joint, even for treacherous 
ground, ta king the preca:ltion, however, to have the pipes 
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THE accompanying illustrations represent one of tbe 
direct-action steam machines constructed by John White
head & Co. , of the Albert Works, Preston, Eng., fitted up 
with the patent metallic compressed air die for the manu
facture of socketed sanitary or drain pipes. 

Fig. 1 gives an elevation of the vertical-acting machine; 

MACHINE l!'OR MAKING SOCKETED DRAIN PIPES. 
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Fig. 2 shows in plan the paten ted metallic die for making I volumes, and at 14°C. has a specific gravity of 1 '010. The 
three 6-inch pipes simultaneously, similar in form to the solution flows like a thin oil, fumes in the air, is perfectly 
sanitary pipe represented in Fig. 3. The upper cylinder of transparent, and remains so whether cooled to 0° or heated 
this machine is the steam cylinder, and is constructed in the to 38°. 
same manner as those in ordinary use in steam engines. It But hydrochloric acid of 38'52 per cent. will dissolve much 
is, of course, made of various dimensions in accordance more than its own volume of anhydrous ether. In a very 
with tbe size of the elay cylinder uelow it, and of the pipes early stage of my experiments it became evident that the 
intended to be made in these machines. The piston rods quantity which it is capable of taking up bears an inverse 
have a ram attached to them, which, upon steam being ad- ratio to the temperature, and that the volume of ether dis
mitted to the cylinder, descends and forces the elay in the solved is at the ordinary atmospheric pressure constant for 
shape of pipes out of the clay cylinder, which is immedi- any given temperature. The experiments were made with a 
ately below it. It will be seen from Fig. 1 that the admis- elosely stoppered graduated tube, in which was added to a 
sion of steam through the steam chest is under easy control known volume of the acid a few volumes more ether than it 
of the attendant by means of a handle elose to him. The was able to dissolve at the lowest temperature employed. 
elay cylinder is fitted with an expanding mouthpiece at the The mixture was then cooled down to the required temper
bottom, by means of wh ich pipes of larpe diameters are ob- ature and kept at this for an hour, during which time the 
tained. The dics for both small and large pipes are attached tube was frequently briskly shaken and the volume of ether 
to the before-mentioned mouthpiece, and on referring to our dissolved was then no ted. In this way were obtained the 
first wood-cut a balanced receiving table will be seen imme- results stated in the following table, in which the second and 
diately under the die. As the pipe comes from the machine fourth columns give the number of volumes of ether dis
this table continues to fall, and as soon as the pipe is re- solved by 100 volumes of hydrochloric acid, sp. gr. 1-196 at 

the corresponding temperature in the first and third columns: 

B 
Fm. 2. FIG. 3. 

moved it rises with its face against the die in readiness for 
the ram to descend and push out another pipe. During the 
time the socket of the pipe is being formed, the table is 
held fast by a wedge actuated by a lever, the handle of 
which is shown in Fig. 1 in the hand of the man in charge. 

On the attendant releasing the table, and on steam being 
admitteu above the piston, the ram continues its down ward 
course. and the pipe or pipes, as the case may be, issues 
through the die. It is this die which is tbe chief peculiarity 
of the present machine, since it is entirely different from 
any other die both in principle and construction. It has 
no levers and flaps to be opened, elosed, fastened and re
fastened, as in the machines hitherto used; on the contrary, 
it Llispenses with these unhandy appliances altogether, tbus 
saving much of the workman's time and labor. Another 
characteristic of this die-in fact, in this peculiarity the 
patent may be said to consist-is that the air is not allowed 
to escape from the die, but is held within it under press ure, 
so that as soon as the socket of the pipe is formed, and the 
table is released, the air immediately expands and very ma
terially assists in propelling the newly formed socket from 
the mould or die. 

Tbus it will be seen that the action of the machine is sim
ple and easy, and under perfect control of the workman. As 
has been already stated, three 6-inch pipes are made at once, 
and of 4-inch pipes four at one operation, and as these are 
made in less time than it has hitherto been possible to make 
one, the superiority of the machine as to increased produc
tbn is obvious. Moreover, the quality of the pipes is much 
improved through the simple construction of the die; they 
are smoother both inside and out, and their socket much 
more evenly formed. The whole of the machine is con
structed of the best materials and workmanship, being very 
powerful and efficient. The most usual macbine is one for 
making pipes from 4 inches to 24 inches diameter, as well as 
all intermediate sizes.-Iron. 

ON THE SOLUBILITY OF ETHER IN AQUEOUS 
HYDROCHLORIC ACID. * 

ByHARRyNAPmR DRAPER, F_C.S., M. RI_A. 

Tem perature Vols. of Ether Temperllture Vols. of Ether 
Centigrade. Dis801ved. Centigrade. Dissolved. 

_16° 185'0 16° 162'5 
0° 177'5 21° 157'5 

+ 8° 172'5 27° 150'0 
9° 170'0 32° 142'5 

10° 167'0 38° 135'0 
Thus, while at 0° C. 100 volumes of this acid dissolve 177'5 

volumes ether; at 38° C. 135 volumes only are dissolved. 
Or by weight, 100 parts hydrochloric acid dissolve at the 
lower temperature 107'5 parts ether, and at the higher but 
81'8 parts. So that the capacity of hydrochloric acid of this 
strength for ether is nearly one third (31'4 per cent.) greater 
at the freezing point of water than at 38° C. (100° F. ). I can
not recall an instance of so great a difference between the 
relation of solubility to temperature in the case of any two 
other fluids. 

If the solution, saturated at any given temperature, be 
heated tu a temperature high er than this, it at once becomes 
turbid from the separation of ether, and when the liquid is 
contained in a thin tube the contact of the warm hand is suf
ficient to produce in a few seconds complete opacity in a so
lution which, at the temperature of the laboratory, was quite 
transparent. 

If a sealed tube containing the ether solution and excess of 
ether, first cooled (say in melting ice), then shaken, and the 
volume of unab80rbed ether noted, be suspended in a warm 
room, ether continues to separate in very minute bubbles un
til the liquid has attained the temperature of the surrounding 
air. When the tube is once more cooled to 0° without agi
tation, the liberated ether, being so much lighter than tbe 
solution, is not taken up again even after forty-eight hours, 
but on the tube being briskly shaken it is at once dissolved. 

The increase of temperature at the moment of solution is 
considerable, being, with 10 C.C. of acid and 17 c. c. of ether, 
from 11 ° to 35° (i.e., 22 '500 C.). 

No chemical combination takes place: the ether is simply 
dissolved by the acid, und can be separated by simple dilu
tion with water. Thus 5 volumes of a solution (- 3 volumes 
ether) gave, on addition of 5 volumes of water, 2 volumes 
ether. By distillation nearly all the ether may be recovered. 
Two experiments were made in this direction, and in each 
case 17 C.C. were obtained from a solution which-calculat
ing from the temperature at whieh it was separated-con
tained 19 c.c. 

The solvent power of aqueous hydrochloric acid for ether 
is directly proportional to the strength of the acid. Thus the 
acid of 38'52 per cent. , which I have used in my experiments, 
dissolves at 10° C. , in 100 volumes, 167 volumes of ether, 
while the acid of the British Pharmacopceia, containing 
31'8 per cent. HOl, dissolves at the same temperature but 
125 volumes. 

It should be no ted that absolute ether dissolves hydrochloric 
acid from the aqueous acid. The acid of 38'52 per cent. was 
agitated for some time with excess of ether, the temperature 
being 12° C. The supernatant ether was then removed with 
a pipette, and its contained chlorine determined by an alco
holic solution of silver nitrate. It was found to contain 
chlorine equal to 2'409 per cent. of real hydrochloric acid.
Ohemical News. 

I AM unable to find that the fact of the considerable solu
bility of ether in aqueous hydrochloric acid is one generally 
known. It is not mentioned in any of the more modern 
works on chemistry, and the only reference to it is, as far as 
I know, made by Gmelin,t who says: "It "-ether-"like
wise dissolves in aqueous hydrochloric acid without produ- NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE CHEMICAL SOCIETY, 
cing chloride of ether"-a statement which is referred to JANUARY. 
Boulla;\;. The experiments which I have made in this direc- "0 th R t d t' f Ch 

. 
I R t' b I d'ff tion w1ll be better understood in the light of a preliminary n e e ar a lOn 0 emlCa eac lOns y n 1 erent 

Matters, especially Glycerin," by Dr G. LUNGE. note on the solubility of ether in other liquids. The follow- The observations described below were occasioned by a ing are the results of several independent observations: In number of experiments made on behalf of the Swiss Governsaturated solution of calcium chloride ether is apparently ment, for the purpose of diRcovering a more reliable method quite insoluble. Distilled water at. 12° C. ��sso�ves, in 1�0 of " obliterating" postage stamps than those hitherto in use. vo�u�es, 10 volumes ?f
h

ether. T
h.h1S solub1h�y m wat�r �s Among the stamping mks I pre ared with that intention, qmte m accordance wlt results lthert? obtamed, bu.t . lt lS . there were several with a basis of glycerin, and I soon obcustom!1ry to state .th� convers� ca�e, �.e., the solub1hty �f I served that if any acids were present in such mixtures, theX water .m ether, as 1 m 10, �h1Ch 15 much !\,reater than lt I comported themselves differently to coloring matters than 1f really 1� As the mean res�lt of five ,ex�erlments I have the same acids were merely used in dilution with water. This found t at 10� volum�s of et .ler at 12 .. C_ �lss�lve 2 volu�es led me to make some experiments of a simpler nature:, and, of water. T e error as ObvlOllsly arlsen m t e use of et er although I have been prevented by want of rme from follow-not absolutely free from alcohol. . . 1 . 

The ether employed in my experiments was found to have mg. them up ve:y f�r, and from extendmg th.em to that pomt 
at 14° C the density of 0'725, but there is suflicient experi- WhlCh a t�ue sCle,ntlfic treatment would req�lre, I .vent�re to 
mental difficulty in determining the weight f I t'l d lay them m that mcomplete state bef?re th1� SOCletl' m the 

. fl 'd . 0 so vo � 1 e an hope that they may not be found qmte unmterestmg; and expans1ble � Ul to prevent my attachmg any cons1deral; Jle that perhaps some one else w'll take the matter u 'th value to th1S figure. The ether was, however, shaken wlth . h I h h d 
1 

d 
P W1 

finely divided acetate of rosaniline, and, as this did not com- more let�ur� t an �ve a at my comman . . 
municate the least tint to it, it was coneluded that it did not My prl�Clpa� expenments we:e ma�e upon the be�avlOr of 
contain alcohol. For water it was tested by the immersion wroug�t 1ron (m the shape ?f W1!e nalls) toward a m1x�ure ?f 
of bibulous paper saturated with alcoholic cobalt chloride and glyce�m and a hydrochlonc aCld. The hydr�chlorl� aCld 
then dried. This remained blue after twenty-four hours contamed 26'1 per cent. of real HOl,. and was m1xed ,,:lth an 
contact :I: ' equal volume of pure, syrupy glycerm. Check expenments 

Whilst a strip of it in the acid diluted with water is begin
ning to be bleached ten seconds after immersion, and has be
come perfectly white in thirty seconds, another strip, dipped 
in the acid diluted with glycerin, only begins to be bleacbed 
after the lapse of forty-five seconds, and is only thoroughly 
whitened in four minutes. 

The difference is, however, much more decisive in the ac
tion of the two acids upon iron or zinc. A bright wire nail 
(weighing 0 '4927 grm.) eompletely dissolved in 6 C.C. of the 
acid diluted with water in ten hours' time, apart from a small 
carbonaceous residue. On the other hand, a nail (weighing 
0'4875 grm. ) immersed in 6 c.c. of the acid diluted with 
glycerin, weighed: 
After 24 hours, 0 '4200 = 86'2 p. c. of the original weight. 

" 3 days, 0'2764 = 56'6 " " 
6 "  0'1405 = 28'8 

14 " 0'0065 = 1'3 
The solution still contained free acid, and behaved in every 

respect like an ordinaryacid solution of ferrous chloride; for 
instance, towards preClpitating reagents. 

In another experiment, there were immersed: 
(a). A nail weighing 0'385 grm. in 20 c. c. of acid diluted 

with water. 
(b). A nail weighing 0'450 grm. in 20 c.c. of acid diluted 

with glycerin. 
The evolution of gas (similarly to the previous cases) was 

much stronger in the case a than in the case b. After the 
lapse of three hours both test tubes containing the iron and 
acid mixtures were elosed by gas delivery tubes, and con
nected with graduated cylinders inverted over a pneumatic 
trough. Eighteen hours later there had been collected from 
the tube a 74 c. c. of hydrogen gas, whilst the iron in it was 
completely dissolved. The experiment b was interrupted 
forty-four hours after the connection with the graduated cyl
inder, when only 52 C.C. of gas had been collected, and more 
than half of the nail was stillieft undissolved. 

The action of the two acids on graduated zinc was much 
more rapid, but still showed a marked difference. 1 grm. of 
zinc, with 20 c. c. of acid and water, evolved 200 C.C. of gas 
in one and a half minutes; 1 grm. of zinc, with 20 c. c. of 
acid and glycerin took eight minutes to produce the same 
result. Other ex�eriments, always with a similar result, 
were made with 1ron borings and hydrochloric acid; also 
with iron borings and sulphuric acid, diluted in one case 
with four volumes of water, in the other with four volumes 
of glycerin. 

The cause of the retardation of the action upon metals in 
the case of acids diluted with glycerin can hardly be a purely 
chemical one, since, on the one hand, the glycerin is not 
acted upon, and since, on the other hand, it does not itself 
act either upon the reagents or upon the product of the reac
tion. The latter (fel'rous chloride) is easily soluble in gly
cerin, as was proved by independent experiments, and it can
not, therefore, be presumed that the ca se is analogous to the 
insolubility of some metals in concentrated acids. Probably 
the real cause is-at least, partly-the viscosity of the gly
cerin, which is perfectly apparent even in the mixture with 
acids. The gas bubbles cannot liberate themselves very 
quickly from the iron, and thus prevent the contact between 
it and the acid. This assumption is supported by the fact, 
that the attack of acid upon iron is much more weakened by 
dilution with a solution of gum arabic than with pure water, 
as I found on trying it. But this explanation does not hold 
good for the retardation of the action of hydrochloric acid 
upon ultramarine, as weil as in several other cases observed 
by me, and the following experiments do not in any way seem 
to be compatible with it. If fuming hydrochloric acid, di
luted with the same bulk of water, be mixed with a little 
lamp-black (moistened with a Gr0P of alcohol, to make the 
acid wet it), and if iron nails are immersed in the mixture, 
they are so little acted upon, that the evolution of gas is 
hardly perceptible at all; twenty-four hours after the nail 
looks exactly as it did at first. But if the mixture be now 
thrown upon a filter, and the same nail be placed in the acid 
running through the filtering paper, a strong evolution of gas 
commences immediately, and the nail is dissolved very soon. 

The following quantitative experiments were made with a 
mixture of 50 parts of glycerin with 30 parts of fuming hy
drochloric acid, and 3 parts of lamp-black. A nail weighing 
0'536 grm. produced onlyafter some hours a few minute 
bubbles of gas, and showed the following weights: 
After 3 days, 0'4780 = 89'2 p. c. of the original weight. 

" 6 "  0'4001 = 74'6 " " " 
14 " 0'2575 = 49'0 " 

In another experiment, a nail of 0'5766 grm. weighed: 
After 3 days, 6'5124 = 88'8 p. c. of the original weight. ,. 6 « 0 '4440 - 77'0 " "  " 

The experiment was then interrupted by filtering the mix
ture. In the filtrate, 92 per cent. of the acid could be proved 
analytically; the remaining 8 per cent. might easily have 
been lost by incomplete washing of the slimy carbonaceous 
residue; but in any case there was far more acid in the fil
trate than suflicient for dissol ving the nail, and, in fact, the 
same placed in the filtrate at once caused an evolution of gas, 
certainly only at a moderate rate, as explicable by the pres
ence of glycerin, and by the large dilution with the was hing
water. Zinc behaves in exactly the Eame way towards the 
same mixture. 

It does not seem impossible that this retarding action of 
indifferent substances may find a useful application, both for 
moderating chemical reactions in scientific operations and in 
technical operations on a large scale. It would give me great 
pleasure if this subject were pursued further by one inter
ested in it, and if a satisfactory explanation of that phenom
enon were suggested. 

ANOTHER ANTISEPTIC. 
The �queous hydrochloric acid was the strongest that I w�re always made with the same hyd:ochloric acid, . mix�d 

could conveniently work with. It had a spec'fic gra 't f w1th the �ame v?lume of .water. F�mmg hydrochl�rlC aCld DR. ZÖLLER, in a late number of the Deutsche Industrie 

'196 14 ° d . d 
. 1 V1 Y 0 can be m1xed wlth glycerm equally m every proportlOn ; nor Zeitung, states that carbon disulphide in a state of vapor is 1 .  at , an examme .volumetncally .was found to co�- does it act upon the latter chemically, at least not at the or- capable of acting as a powerful antiseptic. Two drops, tam 38'5� per . cent. by.we1ght of real aC1d. Even . at th1S dinary temperature, at which all my experiments were per-, allowed to evaporate spontaneously in a elosed vessel of the strength Jt emlts dense fumes when exposed to the a1�. . formed. AlthOUah the formation of monochlorhvdr' would ordinary temperature, were found to keep meat, fruit, Whnn equal volumes of the ether and hyLlrochlorlc aC1d I d b h d

" .  1n . 
just described are mixed together, immediate solution of the seem to be exc u e . y t e. verl con ltlO,nS of the ex perl- vegetables, and bread in a perfectly fresh condition for 
ether takes place the temperature of the mixture t th ment, I made s�re of. lt by tltratm� the m1xture before use; several weeks. The artieles submitted to tbe process acquire 
. . . 'd T ' !1 e same and, as may be 1magmed, I found üs percentage of HOl ex- neither smell nor taste, the carbon disulphide evaporating t1me rlsmg conS1 erably. here lS also contractlOn o� vol- actly as caiculated from the dilution, just as if the diluting entirely when they are exposed to the air at ordinary tem-ume. When 50 voll!mes of �ther and 50 volumes of aC1d are fluid had been water instead of glycerin. The acid diluted perature. The vapor of carbon disulphide, being very inemployed, the re�ult�ng solutwn, whe,n .cooled to the temper- with glycerin in many cases behaves precisely like that di- flammable, all experiments on its antiseptic properties should at ure WhlCh the hqmds had before m1xmg, measures but 95 luted with water' for instance towards sodiumcarbonate ca 1- be performed during daylight. 
---------------------------- cium carbonate, �ilver nitrate: sodium hyposulphite, soltition -� . .. __ ._--_._�-----� 

.. Read at the Meeting of the Pharmaeeutieal Soeiety 01 Ireland, Feb- of chloride of lime, litmus, etc. ; at least, no difference could 
ruary 8. 1877. be noted in the preliminary tests, and it has seemed unnec- MAGENTA IN THE BLooD.-MM. V. Feltz and E. Ritter.-i ���ngft'�:; :

'
a��y;:��� '�'

e���� of eommeree reddens eobaltpaper at essary to make quantitative trials. A difference, was, how- l The authers find that the injection of pure magenta occcc-
onee, and is itself very 800n tinged b y the rosaniline salto ever noted in the case of pa per .stained blue by ultramarine. sions paralysis, or convulsive agitation of the limbs. 
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